
 

 

1. Staff has been working this week preparing to make the most of conferences.  Staff have targeted those with the 
most need and will use technology to communicate collectively and set plans in motion for a successful final two 
quarters. 

2. Camelot students showed their incredible charity in collecting toys for those in need.   Students contributed over 
120 toys in a two-week period.  

 
3. Surveys have been sent out to parents asking for program selection for next year(MCL or traditional).   Asking 

that they be returned the second week in February to assist in staffing decisions for next year. 
4. Our new LMS, the Canvas System has been very assistive during this time.   We are now asking our staff to begin 

setting consistent thresholds and landmarks to make certain we are utilizing the system to its fullest potential, 
focusing on assessment and communication as the foundation. 

5. Looking back on last February – some distress in missing achievement days, concerts and our annual occupation 
days – however, our staff and students have been tremendous in creating other opportunities or finding virtual 
pathways to simulate former experiences.   Fortunate that our stakeholders find silver lining no matter the 
thickness of the clouds.  We will be stronger and more grateful in the months and years to come. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3.  SUCCESSFUL STUDENT SATURDAY – Students were invited to have extra time to work to academic 
excellence on Saturday, January 25th in the early morning.  Mrs. Camrin Vaux assisted as students worked 
from 7:30 AM – 10:00 AM. 

4.  SOME MCL NEWS – Teachers and administrators from the Belle Fourche School District visited Camelot 
on Friday, January 31st and from all accounts, were amazed and overwhelmed with our staff’s progress.  
Our staff began new scheduling protocols last week in an attempt to move closer to pure customization 
for all students.   The plan is to review the new schedule in the upcoming weeks, refine and expand.  The 
4th grade MCL teachers are utilizing a program called supersaas to better group students for seminars, 
collaborative work and curricular progress.  Third grade teachers met with 4th grade teachers and 5th grade 
with sixth grade the past two weeks to better serve the  transitions between buildings and work together 
for seamless assessment and curriculum.  More meetings are planned for the spring including a 3rd-7th 
grade meeting. 

 

 


